
 

Unit4: Life Issues: Vocabulary 
 

 

 
 

Let’s save our planet before it’s too late!!!  
 

 
Conformity                    courage                      The sooner, the better 

 

 

 
 
 

 
 
Virtue          

Commitment                           
Success              Life          Fame           Prosperity 

 

   
 

synonyms 

 

 

antonyms 



-Keep in mind=remember             # 

-Issue=important topic  

-Lifeless=dull=not living                # 

-To steam=cook food over boiling water 

-stroke=sudden heart disease 

-quit=give up, stop doing something 

-give way=stop resisting=surrender 

--Life will be better when you quit smoking.  

-coward=not courageous 

-Shake=tremble=shiver=quiver 

-Profound=deep 

-Triumph=victory  

-Virtue=moral behavior/behavior and attitude 

--People should have values in order to reach virtue. 

-foes=enemies  

-Vice=immoral behaviour 

-embrace=accept an idea 

-alienated=not belonging to a particular group 

-conformity=behavior following the accepted rules of society 

-hint=express what you think indirectly 

-soaked=wet  

-reduce=decrease-lower                        # 

-discharge=out pouring 

-Cautiously=prudently                        # 

We should have many friends but we have to choose the 

intimate ones prudently. 

-Tips=small pieces of advice 

-shallow=not deep 

 

 

         

Forget  

 

-Lively-important  

 

 

 

-Carry on-continue 

 

-brave 

-Shallow 

-failure 

-vice 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

-Increase 

 

-carelessly 

 
Other words to know 
-Bill=invoice (list of charges)=check (am) 

-Exodus=migration 



-Staff=all workers in an organization 

The staff of the school has been cooperative and helpful to us in achieving our project.  
-Reckon =think 
 -Outlive=live longer than                  -Seek=look for 

-Counterpart=sb. Who has the position as sb.else 
-Proficient=able to do something well  
-Decade=period of 10 years    -Overnight=for the night     -A century:100 years.  

-Deadline=closing time 
-Level out= stay at steady level  
-Potential=qualities that exist and can be developed.  

-Peak=highest level                -Booming=growing, developing 
-Commitment=willingness               Mistaken=wrong judgment  
One of the best qualities to succeed in one’s job is commitment.  

-Lifelong=lasting=permanent           -Lifelike=real=authentic Lifestyle=conduct=habits                -Life 
and death=crucial=critical     
EX: Being hired is a matter of life and death for many people. 

 -For life=unending=continuing 
-Mist=fog          -Damp=wet=rainy      -A shower= heavy rain for a short period 
A typhoon= violent storm     -Plummet=fall suddenly      -Drizzle=light rain 

-Redundant=made jobless                 -Underperformance= low productivity 
-Culprit=person accused of crime 
-Sack=dismiss somebody = fire     #    -Hire=employ=give a job= Recruit 

-A foot=a unit for measuring length equal to 2,54cm  
-An inch=a unit for measuring length equal to 2,54cm 

 
 


